
 

SILK LABO After Summer 148

hey sistas! how’s your summer wardrobe been?
are you stacking supplies (bulk buys or cargo

pants) or are you prepared for the fall and
winter seasons? we have a great haul for you

this week, a brand new shipment of items fresh
from the cold weather! while summer styles are
still in full swing, we found some cool fall jackets

and outerwear you’ll definitely want to add to
your weekend ready-for-fall wardrobe. the writer
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of this blog, marianna hewitt, has been a brand
ambassador for the summer silk nourishing body

lotion since its first launch. with living proof of
the benefits that can be derived from using this

product, we at summer fridays are proud to
have her as a curator of our blog and to feature
her as a featured partner on our instagram. if

youre searching for that little product that does
it all, then it may well be the perfect time to sign
up to the summer fridays ideabop competition.
the winners will receive a goodie bag with their
choice of their favourite new summer fridays

products from the summer labo couture
collection. i am a big fan of truesunglas because

the packaging, ingredients, and weight of the
tester on my countertop is minimal, and the

price is not an obstacle. i usually apply it after
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showering, and the bottle says to leave on for 15
minutes, but i usually wrap it around my wrists

and ankles and leave it on for about an hour. the
tip of the roller to remove excess product? a
finger. i haven't tried it with the clarifying pill
(leave it on all day?), but the results on my

combination-oiled skin are quite pleasing. the
first time i tried a clear mask, i was a jaded

college kid who had at least another decade of
skincare nuggets ahead of her. i had no idea

that tinted masks were "in," and i wondered if
they would make my skin any clearer. but i was

wrong. hydrating and hydrating, yet gentle,
tinted masks are one of those things we don't
know we need until we do - and i'm glad i was

forward-thinking enough to be first to the cutting
edge, which is exactly what you need in your
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summertime arsenal. my current favourites are
hiroumi's mask, which has a citrusy scent; feel
good's fresh boost, which contains a nourishing
oil and two different black rice extracts; and the

luxurious sisley.
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I have super dry/sensitive skin that rarely burns
out in the sun. I live in Arizona. I started using

Nizoral and have never looked better! After
reading your blog post, I am convinced I need to
continue using this product. The only problem is
I have no idea how to buy it. You have a whole
store dedicated to it. Can you please tell me if
you bought this product and where to buy? I

tried to find it in drug stores and it was no where
to be found. Amani Hooked Weaves professional
quality hair accessories are considered the finest

in the industry. The hair tie is known to design
and engineer the most lifelike and natural

appearance possible. Our salon experts have the
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ability to tailor them to every style, hair color, or
face shape. They have been used for many

years for brow pigments and are custom made
to suit you. Our hair ties are made with silk

rayon for comfort and last a lifetime. Most of our
hair accessories are 25 percent off now through

September 16. Call your stylist for your free
consultations to find out which ones are right for
you. You can also request our specially created
beauty videos for even more information and

inspiration on how to rock your look. As a classic
and graceful hairstyle, the bouffant is ideal for

the summer heat and humid weather. To
maintain the look, there are a few essential tips
from your barber. The first is to go easy on the

gel when blow drying, as the more you apply the
harsher the look, which is not what you want. If
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you want a slightly more tousled look, go short
at the back, and let the length of hair hang in

front. Try to leave as much hair off your ears as
possible. When blow drying, try using angled or

overhead-mounted blow dryers. Even when
using a portable electric dryer, hold the styling
pads or paper close to your head so you don't

pull any more hair out! 5ec8ef588b
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